
               

 
 

 
 

Ojos del Salado (6893 meters) 

 

The second highest mountain in the Andes, the highest mountain in Chile and the highest volcano in 

the world ... this beautiful mole gray of rocks and sand is in the Puna de Atacama, a vast plateau that 

extends through northern Chile and Argentina, on which stand up to thirty mountains above six 

thousand meters. This area of breathtaking beauty is the highest concentration of Andean giants: six 

of the highest mountains of the Andes are in the Puna de Atacama. 

We offer our experience to organize and guide your expedition to  Ojos del Salado. If you're looking to 

ascend high mountains outside major mountaineering centers this is your place. 

 

Route: North 

Difficulty: Easy plus (F +). Ascension on slopes up to 30 degrees of tilt on sand and volcanic rock 

terrain. Crossing a snowfield of 100 meters wide, to 6550 meters. The last 25 meters before the 

summit are an easy rock scrambling, grade II + French scale. Needed prior experience in ascends to 

higher than three thousand meters mountains and carrying backpacks of 15 kg weight. 

Recommended season: From November to April. 

 

Day Activity Overnight 
1 Copiapo airport. Transfer to Caldera village Caldera (50 m) 

2 Transfer to Santa Rosa lake Santa Rosa (3700 m) 

3 Acclimatization ascent to mount Redondo Colorado (4180 
m). Transfer to Rio Lamas 

Rio Lamas (4300 m) 

4 Acclimatization ascent to mount Piedra Pómez (4880 m) Rio Lamas (4300 m) 

5 Transfer to Murray Hut Murray (4550 m) 

6 Acclimatization ascent to Mulas Muertas north shoulder Murray (4550 m) 

7 Acclimatization ascent to mount San Francisco (6045 m) Murray (4550 m) 

8 Transfer to Atacama Base Camp BC (5250 m) 

9 Portage to camp 1 BC (5250 m) 

10 BC BC (5250 m) 

11 Ascent to Ojos del Salado summit (6893 m) BC (5250 m) 

12 Extra day  

13 Return to Caldera village Caldera (50 m) 

14 Transfer to Copiapo airport  

 

 



               

 
 
 

Prices per person 
 

1 person expedition 4700 US dollars 

2 persons 3250 US dollars 

3 persons 2400 US dollars 

4 to 6 persons 2200 US dollars 

 
 
Includes: Mountain Guide, Transfers, 2 night accommodation in Caldera, Food and water in camps 
and refuges, tents. 
Not include: Flight tickets, Meals in cities. 
 
 
And if it does not fit what you're looking for, contact us in urqu@urqu.cl and we will design for you a 

program taking into account your needs, your expectations, and the time you have available for your 

expedition. 

 


